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Enjoying the
Outdoors

Recent studies have shown the benefit of

spending time outdoors, both for children

and adults. In fact, most studies agree that

kids who play outside are smarter, happier,

more attentive, and less anxious than kids

who spend more time indoors. While it’s

unclear exactly how the cognitive

functioning and mood improvements occur,

there are a few things we do know about

why nature is good for kids:
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Time in nature: 
Bring along a camera or phone. Create video or photo journals of

your nature adventures. Use devices to your advantage to focus on

the world around you! Download apps that help you identify

plants, birds or insects and learn their names as you explore.
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1. Use technology to your advantage

Make a short, simple list of things for your children to look for

outside—such as “animal tracks,” “a shiny object,” or “something

you can hold liquid in.” The satisfaction of finding the objects

turns it into a such a fun activity for them, and it will keep them

outside in search of the next item on your item.

2. Set up treasure hunts

Check out a book with pictures about birds, bugs, leaves, trees, or

flowers in your area/region, and look outside for specific items in

the book to identify. Matching leaves to pictures and names has

that same "treasure hunt" kind of appeal and will be rewarding and

fun your your children and even for yourself!

3. Identify things

So, while screen time can be the easier,

choice, it is so, so important to set aside

time for outdoor play.  Keep reading for

some great ideas for fun, stimulating

activities you and your children can do

outdoors and in nature.
Gifts like a bug box, a magnifying glass, or a shovel will promote

ways to explore the outdoors with a fun new tool that feels both

grown-up and empowering. You can use recycled items as well!

4. Give your children the tools to discover

https://childmind.org/article/ideas-for-getting-your-kids-into-nature/
https://childmind.org/article/how-to-keep-kids-reading-this-summer/
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You can find small parts of nature like rocks, nuts, seed pods, or shells almost everywhere. Starting a collection

adds an element of fun, giving children motivation to search and therefore spend time outdoors. Be aware that

many state parks have rules that don’t let you bring anything home. Talk with your child about why it is important

to leave nature as you find it. It is best to start a nature collection from items in your own yard or neighborhood.

5. Start a collection

Coming home with a basket of food that you and your child(ren) have helped gather is rewarding and can help

make them appreciate their food and where it comes from. Explore your local farmer's markets and talk about the

important work farmers do to grow the food we eat. Try new kinds of fruits and vegetables that you find grown

locally. The foodhero.org website can show you how to prepare many different fruits and vegetables. 

6. Go fruit or vegetable picking

Grow seeds outdoors or indoors. Tracking the progress of your own garden and seeing the eventual product of a

seed your child planted promotes responsibility and can provide a deep sense of achievement.

7. Plant a garden

For the child who would rather sit inside with some arts and crafts, get

them to use objects from nature for their art. Picking flowers to press

onto paper, using berry juice as paint, or collecting pinecones & rocks

to decorate are ways to infuse nature into activities they already enjoy.

8. Make art projects

You can also reverse the process and make art with your children that

will support and nurture the natural world—make a bird feeder or

flower boxes. Kids will keep coming back to watch how an object they

created provides for other living things.

9. Build something

Walking on a trail to a waterfall or breathtaking view also gives kids a sense

of accomplishment, rewarding them for their physical efforts during the

hike. This goes for bike rides, too. Don't forget to bring snacks, water, and

take short breaks to keep their energy up!

10. Take a hike!
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